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Packaging 4Media DVD to iPhone Converter and 4Media iPhone Video Converter, the
integrated DVD to iPhone suite can convert DVD to iPhone MP4/MPEG-4 videos, extract
audio from DVD to iPhone music MP3, M4A and WAV, convert almost all videos including 
AVI, MPEG, WMV, H.264/AVC, DivX, MOV, MKV, 3GP, RM and VOB to iPhone video and
audio, and convert various audios to iPhone music MP3, WAV, M4A, AAC and AIFF.

Moreover, the iPhone video converter can create video from JPG, GIF, BMP and PNG
pictures. With the comprehensive DVD to iPhone suite, you can freely customize file size,
choose proper parameters, split video file, and so on.

Facing such excellent iPhone software, what are you waiting for? Have a try of 4Media DVD
to iPhone Suite at once and watch wonderful DVD movie, video and music anytime
anywhere.

Key Functions

  

Rip and convert DVD to iPhone video and audio
A DVD video and audio ripper to rip DVD to iPhone MP4/MPEG-4 video and convert
DVD to iPhone MP3, M4A and WAV audios for enjoying on your iPhone/iPod.

  

Convert video AVI, MPEG, WMV, MKV to iPhone MP4 video
The powerful iPhone video converter to convert videos like AVI, MPEG, WMV, DivX,
H.264/AVC, 3GP and VOB to iPhone MP4 and MOV video, such as AVI to iPhone
MP4, MPEG to iPhone MP4.
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Convert various popular audios to iPhone music
Convert MP3, WMA, MP2, AAC, AC3, APE audios to iPhone MP3, WAV, M4A, AAC
audios supported by iPod and Apple TV as well.

  

Make JPG, GIF, BMP and PNG pictures into iPhone video
Create iPhone MP4/MPEG-4 video or MOV by converting your favorite photos in JPG,
GIF, BMP and PNG formats for watching pictures like a slide.

Key Features

  Automatically split a video file into several iPhone video files with the size or time
length you customize.
  The built-in bitrate calculator allows you to get the output file with the size you want
by entering its value in the tool.
  By setting the start time and duration, you can directly rip DVD segment or convert
any video segment to iPhone MP4 video.
  All profiles are optimized in parameter. Also, you can adjust the parameters for a
profile like bit rate, frame rate, sample rate, channels and zoom, and save as your
own.
  Adding several profiles to one source file at one time makes it convenient and fast to
output those iPhone video or audio files at the same time.
  The DVD to iPhone converter can automatically read and retrieve DVD info from
Internet including DVD cover, director, actors/actresses, release date, and so on.
  The DVD to iPhone converter and iPhone video converter can be run in background
to finish ripping and converting for possessing less space.
  Preview DVD movie or video before ripping and converting, and take a snapshot
when you find your favorite video images.
  Support batch conversion and multithreading for converting DVD movie or video to
iPhone video or audio one by one for timesaving.
  Provide you with several after done options: shutdown, exit, hibernate and standby.
With one of these options, you have no need to wait the ripping and converting
process to the end.

 

System Requirements 

OS: Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista
Processor: 1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM: 256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk: 40MB space for installation
Graphic Card: Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
Others: DVD-ROM Drive
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